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SHORT NOTE ON “TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT” TN14 

Summary points 

 Both proposals (December 2017 and March 2018) involving the removal of the ramp in the 

two deck car park (with and without barriers in Church Way) would lead to an unacceptably 

large increase in traffic in Arthray Road. 

 The proposed amount of traffic using the Arthray Road entrance is not logically consistent 

with the rest of TN14. Rather than traffic being lower than existing or consented levels it 

would be almost twice as high. 

 It is argued that Arthray Road could accommodate 1250 vehicles per hour (while it is not 

suggested traffic would be so high). This is twice the level of traffic that Cumnor Hill 

experiences. More logical traffic predictions suggest that traffic on Arthray Road would be 

around half of what Cumnor Hill has – this is unacceptable for the residents. 

 An eight space car park on the entrance from Arthray Road is wrongly described, and TN14 

assumes traffic leapfrogging over the proposed bollards. 

 It seems that the transport consultant does not understand the situation, or is being 

pressured to produce figures that support indefensible proposals. 

 

 The earlier proposal (in TN12) for removing the ramp, but not having bollards would see 

higher levels of traffic in Church Way because of rat-running, though much would approach 

from West Way. Arthray Road would still be busier than now. 

 Both proposals would have similar high impacts on Arthray Road. 

 

 There can be no justification for the removal of the ramp from the plans. The developers 

have stated that the reason for removal is to ease traffic circulation and conditions. This is 

patently not going to happen with either proposal. 

 The planning application relating to traffic arrangements must be rejected, with an 

alternative location for the ramp, if moving it is deemed necessary for any reason. 

 

Parking and traffic implied in TN14 

The document “Botley TN14_V3_Revised Parking Arrangements- Church Way Closed, 14.03.18” 

appears to be a complete fiction. There may be some logic to it, but if there is, it is hidden and not 

explained. 

Table 1 in TN14 shows the changes to car park sizes. This obviously results from more than the 

removal of the ramp from what was the two deck car park, and contains a glaring fault. 

 “Church Way/ Block D” has increased from 4 to 8 spaces. They should also say that it has 

moved. It was 4 spaces alongside Block D. It is now 8 spaces, on either side of the entrance 

from Arthray Road, some distance from Block D. It will make vehicle movements on the 

Arthray Road entrance difficult. A plan is shown below. 
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Figure 1 “Church Way/ Block D” car park (off Arthray Road) 

Table 2 (TN14) shows flows into and out of the lower level car park and resulting parking 

accumulation. Quite why this has changed so much from the earlier Table “1” on p7 of TN12 is not 

made clear, but can be deduced. (NB – TN12 had two Table 1s) 

o TN12 flows can be explained by 6 vehicles being parked overnight, and 38% of site 

traffic entering and leaving. 

o TN14 flows can be explained by 52 vehicles being parked overnight and 25% of site 

traffic entering and leaving. 

 Table “1” on p8 of TN12 and Table 4 in TN14 show flows for the whole site and are the same. 

203 cars parked overnight and 100% of traffic using all car parks. (For all the earlier faults in 

transport analyses this does at least give a starting point from which to assess other claims). 

 Para 3.4 claims that “The trip distribution has been amended to reflect the change in the 

access arrangements for the decked car park” but it seems to be have been done to cover up 

the logical inconsistency in TN12 where the total site would have only 3 empty spaces at 

peak times while the lower car park would have 33 empty spaces – this could simply not be 

– where would the extra 30 spaces come from? 

 So Table 2 in TN14 now has 25% of overnight parking and 25% of flows which is consistent 

with it having 83 out of 324 spaces (25%). 

Table 3 in TN14 shows figures for The Elms Parade car parks and ‘Church Way/ Block D’ with 74 

spaces. (made up of Elms Parade front 37, Rear Elms Parade 29, Church Way. Block D 8) 

 The 74 spaces have 22.8% of total spaces and the figures are consistent with 22.8% parking 

overnight (46 vehicles) and 22.8% of total traffic using these car parks. 

 These will apparently enter and leave via West Way. 

 But the 8 ‘Church Way/ Block D’ spaces are the wrong side of the bollards to make this 

work. Traffic will have to jump the bollards to reach them – more likely they will use the 

Arthray Road entrance. 

Upper Level Car Park use 

Neither TN12 nor TN14 show the traffic usage of the upper level car park (104 spaces) or the 

Community area park (33 spaces), and (in realistic terms) the “Church Way/ Block D” or Arthray 

Road entrance car park (8 spaces) making up 145 spaces or 44.8% of the total. The upper level car 
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park is the area most affected by the proposed removal of the ramp and the largest area of 

parking. So why are these figures not shown? 

 If there is any truth in the parking accumulation figures for Lower Level and Elms Parade it 

follows that, unless an inordinate number use the 30 space car park under Block A, if a table 

had been shown, 44.8% of users would park here overnight and 44.8% of traffic would use 

these car parks, entering via Arthray Road. 

 One would have therefore expected the following table to be included. 

 Weekdays    Saturdays   

Hour of 
day 

Vehicles 
in 

Vehicles 
out 

Parked 
vehicles 

 Vehicles 
in 

Vehicles 
out 

Parked 
vehicles 

6 14 11 94  4 0 94 

7 51 52 93  50 47 98 

8 81 82 92  85 70 113 

9 99 85 106  105 99 118 

10 99 92 112  138 118 138 

11 105 103 114  150 148 141 

12 126 115 124  144 141 143 

13 121 119 127  128 136 135 

14 111 119 119  119 120 134 

15 122 129 112  125 129 130 

16 118 115 115  132 136 126 

17 133 126 123  147 156 117 

18 130 118 135  139 144 113 

19 120 111 144  103 113 102 

20 72 77 138  56 60 98 

21 64 83 119  40 46 93 

22 13 25 107  8 12 88 

23 2 2 107  1 6 83 

Figure 2 – Expected vehicle flows and parking accumulation for car parks reached from Arthray Road 

if use is proportional to car park size. Yellow bars shows the ‘peak hours’ and red type shows the 

peak parking levels. 

 

Table 5 of TN14 shows flows claimed for the Arthray Road entrance. 

 
Figure 3 – Table 5 from TN14 

These figures (right hand columns) are lower than those suggested by 45% using the upper car parks. 

In fact they are consistent with 25% using it. 
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This is illogical, since if Tables 2 and 3 imply 26% of traffic using the lower carpark and 23% using the 

the ones accessed from West Way, that leaves 51% using the park under Block A, or using Arthray 

Road. With 30 spaces under Block A the developers figures imply that 26% (84 vehicles) would park 

in this car park and 26% of the total development traffic would use it. If there is any logic they 

should have explained it. 

The schematics below show what the developers appear to expect (Fig 4), and what logic would 

suggest (Fig 5). 

 
Figure 4 – Implied use of car parks according to TN14 

Under the TN14 scenario vehicles for one car park jump the bollards, and 26% park in a car park with 

9% of total spaces. 

 
Figure 5 – What would appear to be the likely situation. 

30 
spaces

Lower 83 spaces

Elms Parade etc
66 spaces

Block D 8 
spaces

Upper 104 spaces

Community 
33 spaces

23% parking
23% traffic

25% park overnight
25% traffic

43% of total parking – 26% of overnight parking and traffic

9% of parking
26% of parking 
and traffic
(Implied)

30 
spaces

Lower 83 spaces

Elms Parade etc
66 spaces

Block D 8 
spaces

Upper 104 spaces

Community 
33 spaces

25% park overnight
25% traffic

21% parked overnight
21% traffic

145 spaces – 45% of total

9% of total
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A more likely presentation for Table 5 should be adapted with “2024 Proposed” replaced by the 

section below:- 

 

2024 without ramp and with 
bollards 

IN OUT 

81 82 

133 126 

144 141 

Figure 6 – Table 5 from TN14 with more realistic figures for Arthray Road added 

Acceptable traffic levels in Arthray Road? 

TN14 states in Para 3.9 on p11 that “Arthray Road is between 6.06m to 6.34m wide and DRMB TA 

79/99 suggests that a UAP4 road of 6.1m has the capacity to accommodate 750 vehicles per hour 

one way based on a 60/40 split (1250 vehicles two-way per hour). This is likely to be considerably 

higher than the proposed usage of Arthray Road.” 

This may be true but the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Advice Note TA 79/99, referred to, 

describes a “UAP4” road as a “Busy high street carrying predominantly local traffic with frontage 

activity including loading and unloading”, which does not describe Arthray Road as it currently is.  

While they are talking of ‘capacity’ which is the level before a roads regularly grinds to a halt, a 

survey of Cumnor Hill in 2011 for a housing development showed that maximum hourly flows both 

ways was 621, which is half the level they consider they could get planning permission for, for 

Arthray Road. 

According to my best forecast of traffic visiting the site the flow associated with the development 

alone would be a maximum of 285, nearly half the maximum of Cumnor Hill. In addition there will be 

other local traffic, plus school-run traffic and some current traffic that rat-runs through Church Way, 

which would use Springfield Road and Hurst Rise Road rather than the traffic lights. 

The practicalities and likely effect of Variable Message Signing 

VMS is proposed to encourage traffic to the lower level car park until it is full, before allowing traffic 

to use other car parks. This will not work under any scenario. 

The VMS signing could be applied in three different ways. 

 It could give information on spaces in all car parks (Option A). This would not provide any 

encouragement to use any one car park, and people would choose the car park they wanted 

to use unless it was full. 

 It could give information just for the lower level car park, maybe just saying “CarPark – 

Spaces” until it is full (Option B). This might guide people who have never been to the centre 
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before (a tiny minority of likely users). For others they would rely on their local knowledge 

that they would regard as better than the signs. 

 It could give information for all and provide ‘encouragement’ by being untruthful about the 

other car parks (Option C). This might work once or twice but drivers would end up with 

complete distrust of the system and go where they wanted. 

 
Figure 7 – Layouts for signing as described above 

The first option would be of use to users, overcoming (to a certain extent) the  problem that will 

exist that if a suitable space is not found in one car park, drivers will have to leave the site and use 

another entrance (or go elsewhere). But any attempt to direct drivers using VMS will not work. 

In addition the proposed siting of signs is not adequate for two reasons. It seems to ignore the 

Arthray Road as an entrance (which 95% of users will have full knowledge of), and those coming 

down Cumnor Hill may have already turned up Hurst Rise Road to reach Arthray Road, while those 

from Westminster Way and Elms Rise will not see them until they have made a decision. 

All this because the developers which to remove the ramp 

Besides changes to shop layouts in Block D, the bulk of Application 3298 relates to the removal of 

the ramp in the car park. The developers have said on a number of occasions that this is to improve 

traffic flow. 

While the ramp was not ideal any arrangement involving traffic needing to use any part of Church 

Way to access the upper level and Westminster Way for the lower level will NOT improve traffic 

circulation either for non-vehicle users of Church Way, or residents of Arthray Road. 

The application (or at least the traffic related elements) should be rejected. 


